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A model of non-monocentric
urban land use is presented, which requires neither employment
nor residential location to be specified a pn’ori. It is shown that the model is capable of yielding
multicentric pattern as well as monocentric and dispersed patterns, and that the model gem!-;*lly
yields multiple equilibria under each fied set of parameter values. It is also shown that the aty
may undergo a catastrophic structural transition when the parameters take critical vaiues.

1. Introduction
In the development of the economic theory of urban land use, a pivotal
event was the introduction of the concept of bid-rent Curtis by Alonso in the
early 1960’s. Alonso (1964) defines bid-rent for a household (Firm) as
functions of the distance from the city center and the utility (profit) level of
the household (firm). But a question arises: in our attempt to obtain the
equilibrium locations of all the households and firms in a city, how should
we define the city center? That is, when we do not know the location of any
household or firm, ‘low can we determine a priori the location of the city
center? One way to get around this problem is to introduce the assumption
of monocentricity. By monocentricity we mean that the city under study is
assumed to have a single, prespecified center of production activities. the
CBD, which has a fixed size and employs the city’s entire labor force. This
assumption of monocentricity
can greatly simplify the study of urban land
use, and has been adopted in most of the works emanating from the socalled school of the ‘New Urb:ln Economics’.
*This material is based upon wr.rk supporlcd by the National Science Foundation IId3.A )
under Grant no, SOC78-I2888 whcch is gratefully acknowledged. An earher verswn or this paper
was presented at the First World Regional Science Congress, Harvard Unlvcrsily. Junr 14 !?.
1980. The uthors are deeply indebted to Richard Arnott for his valuable commenls on an
Ihis paper. Useful comments of Walter Isard and Tony Smith are also gratefully
earlier dr.
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However, from both the viewpoints of theory and reality, this assumption
monocentricity
has drawbacks. First, from the viewpoint of theoretical
completeness, the centrality or non-centrality of a city should be explained
within the framework of the model. A more satisfactory model would yield a
spatial structure of the city in which the locations of households and firms
are endogenously
determined, without assuming the location of either a
priori.
Secondly, from the viewpoint of reality, a monocentric urban land use
pattern seems to be untenable. Many studies [e.g., Kemper and Schmenner
(1!174) and Mills (197211 have shown the pervasive tendency of increasing
decentralization of both households and firms and the consequent decline of
the role of the CBD as a single focus of employmen!. Furthermore, Odland
(1978) conducted a statistical test of the hypothesis of monocentricity and
concluded that this assumption may not be sustainable. Thus, it can be
claimed that the concept of a monocentric
city is not a satisfactory
description of certain modern cities.
Consequently. the development of non-monocentric
models of urban land
use is needed both from the viewpoints of theoretical completeness and
practical usefulness. At present, there exist several pioneering efforts to
develop non-monocentric modeIs of urban land use which do not assume an a
priori location of either employment
or households
[Beckmann (1976),
Borukhov and H-rchman (1977), Capozza (1976), Odland (1976, 1978),
Ogawa and Fujita (1978, 1979) and Ratford (1973)l.l Unfortunately, these
attempts are still far from the goal of constructing a general model of nonmonocentric urban land use.2
It is the purpose of this paper to present a model of non-monocentric
urbcn land use within the framework of static microeconomic theory. The
model proposed here requires neither employment nor residential location to
be specified a priori, and yields various ditTt;rcnt types of urban spatial
structure, including monc-centric and multicentric patterns, depending on the
values of the model parameters. Hence, the present study constitutes a
contribution to the development of a general theory of non-monocentric
urban land use. However, it must be noted that the model presented here is
essentially experimental in nature: it is purely static and one-dimensional and
of

‘We here exchide those models (the so-called multicenrric models) which prespecify the number
and locations of employment centers in the city.
‘Ptoneering models by Beckmann (1976) and Borukhov and Hochman (1977) contain only
one sector. Models by Capozza (1976) and Ogawa-Fujita
(1978. 1979) are limited in generality
since they cannot generate multicentric city patterns at the equilibnum. The models formulated
by Odland (1976, 1978) are more general. but unfortunately the analysis is not fully developed.
The model by Amson (1976) is based on social physics, and assumes a fixed center. The main
difference between the model in Ogawa--Fujita
(197R. 1979) and the model in this paper is that,
while agglomeration
economies in the former model are represented by savings in transport
costs, there in the latter model are based on external economies among business firms which are
conceptually more abstract but more general.
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is based on a number of strong simplifying assumptions. For this reason.
further inl:estigation and analysis of the ideas presented in this paper will
have to be carried out before our model could be applied to the problem of
land use in real cities.
In the next section, we present a non-monocentric
model of urban land use
which focuses on the economic interactions among households and business
firms in the city. The spatial configuration
of the city is treated as the
outcome
of these interactions
between business firms, which favor
concentration by reason of agglomeration economies, and households, which
follow closely the employment
distribution
(because of the costs of
commuting from residences to job sites), with the consumption of urban land
as the mediator of the balance. To represent aggiomeration
economics
among firms, we introduce the concept of the locatin& potentiul. It varies
among locations depending on the degree of concentration or dispersion of
business firms, and hence, serves as an index of locational advantage for
production due to agglomeration
economies. Using this concept together
with the generalized notion of bid land rent, we formulate an equilibrium
model of non-monocentric
urban land use.
Each equilibrium solution of the model is characterized by household
distribution,
business firm distribution,
land rent profile, wage profile.
commuting pattern, utility level of household, all of which are determined
simultaneously, under a given set of exogenous parameters. However, in spite
of the simplicity of this model, qualitative solutions for the problem arc: not
readily obtainable. To get around this difliculty, in section 3, WC lirst
analytically derive the conditions for the existence of monocentric, nonmonocentric and multicentric urban configurations,
respectively. Then, WC
conduct a numerical analysis to determine the range of parameter space in
which each specific type of urban spatial configuration occurs. The ma,jor
parameters here are commuting rate for the households, production level and
locational potential parameters for the business firms. It is shown that the
model is capable of yielding multicentric patterns as well as monocentric anti
non-centric patterns, and that the model generally yields multiple equilibria
under each fixed set of parameter values. Numerical analysis identities tivc
different equilibrium spatial patterns under a set of parameter values.
Next, in section 4, we calculate the total net rent which cc,rrcsponds to
each urban configuration.
This calculation prepares us IO carry oul the
analysis in the next section, and enahlcs us to compare cquilibriurn urban
configurations and optimum urban configurations..’
‘Because

of space limitations,

in this paper we discuss only equ~lthrlum

urban conlipur:ll~tu~\

However, it is shown in Ogawa-Fujita
(19X0) thal we can formulate tin optimum
m~~lel II!
urban land use corresponding to the equilibrium model described hclow, and that there CXISIS .I
simple relationship
between the two models, which enables us !o ohtam optimum
W~UII~III~
directly from equilibrium solutions.
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Finally, in section 5, we study the change in urban spatial structure within
the framework of comparative static analysis. It is shown that the city must
discontinuously
change its spatial structure from one pattern to another
pattern at critical values of the parameters. That is, catastrophic modes of
structural transition are observed.

2. Formulation of the model
2.1. City

Suppose a city develops on a long narrow strip of homogeneous
agricultural land of width 1 (unit distance). We assume that the width of the
land is sufficiently small, and hence the city may be treated as a linear city.
Each location in the city is representable by a point, X, on the line.
Economic activity in the city is assumed to be generated by two types of
actors: households and business firms. The problems we consider in this
paper are the interactions between activity units in the city and the resultant
urban configuration of the spatial economy. That is, households supply labor
to business firms, and conversely, business firms pay wages to households;
such activities may bc called the between-sector interactions: business firms
interact each other and obtain agglomeration economies; these activities may
be called the within-sector interactions. In addition, activity units in both
sectors compete
for land (for residential
and production
use); this
competition
involves both between-sector
and within-sector
interactions.
These simultaneous interactions take place through labor and land markets,
both of which arc assumed to be perfectly competitive everywhere in the city.

*._.
’ ’

Housrhold

Suppose there are: N identical households in the city. We assume they have
identical preferences for land and composite commodity. The household
utility function for each household is expressed by
I, =

cqs.Z).

(2.1)

whcrc I’ is utility Icvcl, S is land consumed by the household, Z is composite
commodity consumed by the household, and ?U/;.i > 0, ;lU/3Z > 0. Each
household contains one worker supplying his (or her) labor to a business firm.
The wage earnod by that worker is the only income for each household. The
travel of each household consists solely of the journey to work. Assuming
that the composite commodity
is imported from outside the city at a
constant price p_. the budget constraint of a household locating at s and
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working at X, is given by
W(x,) = R(x)S +

p,z + rd(x, XW),

(2.2)

where W(x,) is wage paid by the business firms locating at x,, R(x) is land
rent for a unit of land at x, d(x,x,)= lx -xwl is distance between residence
and job site, and t is commuting cost per unit of distance.
The objective of each household is to maximize its utility (2.1). subject to
its budget constraint (2.2), by appropriately choosing S, Z, x and _‘I,. In this
paper, for simplicity of analysis, we assume the lot size of each household is
fixed at some positive constant size S,,. Consequently,
the objcctivc of A
household is equivalent to choosing the residential location, x, and the j:,b
level of the composite
site, x,, so as to maximize the consumption
commodity:
max Z = b ( W(x,) - R(x)& - td(x, x,.)).
x.xv
:

(2.3:

2.3. Businessj&m
There are M identical business iirms.4 Each business firm protiuces some
kind of service, information or goods using land and labor as inputs, and
production output is exported from the city at a constant price, po. We
assume, again for simplicity of analysis, that the amounts of land and labor
used for production
by each firm are fixed at the positive corlstants S, and
Lb, respectively. Then, assuming that a full employment prev.lils in the city.
the following relation must hold at the equilibrium:
M = N/Lb.

(2.4)

The production
mode in modern cities is often ch;iracterized by the
concept of agglomeration economies,s which is one oi the main reasons for
the existence and growth of cities, In this paper, agglomeration economics
are considered only for the business firm sector, and arc treated as follrjws.
First, as the measure of agglomeration economies for each husincss firm, WC
introduce the locutional potential~uncrion F(x) which is defined it\
F(x) = jb(y)e-“(“my’ dy,

(2.51

4For simplicity, we assume that all business firms In the cily il’c itlen~ical f~m rh I II*~~JI~II1~1
location behavior; but they may be different in some aspects; s~ch a\. for rramplr, iurllcnt~ 01
services or kinds of information produced by them.
:!Ci\NlkI~CS CllJOyd t,)
‘Broadly speaking, agglomeration economies are the p.wntial
economic behaving units through spatial concentration of ac~~itieh. F,or ii good dlxu~slon mt
summary of this concept, see Kawashima (1971).
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where F(s) 1s locational potential at .Y,h(x) is density of business firms at y, o(
is potential parameter (~00). and ~I(s,_r)- /s - ~‘1is distance between firms
locating at x and y. Next, by using this locational potential function, we
assume that the behavior of each business firm can be described according to
either a multiplicative production equation.
max

II = pof(Sb,

(2.6)

Lb)PF(x)--R(x)& - Wx)L

x

or an additive production
max x = pJ(S,,
X

equation,
12.7)

Lb) + p,F(x-) - R(x)&, - W.xL,,

where TCis profit level. fl is output conversion rate of locational potential,
R(x) is Ir;nd rent for a unit of land at s, W(u) is wage for a unit of labor at s,
and pP is monetary conversion rate of locational potential.
We may interpret the multiplicative form given in (2.6) as suggesting that
the effect of agglomeration economies is to raise productivity at locations of
high locational potential. On the other hand, the locational advantages of
side-benefits and/or cost-reductions
(except land rents and wages) in
production due to proximity to other business firms are capitalized in the
additive form.6 However, both representations
of firm behavior are
mathematically equivalent. To see this. using the assumption of constant land
and labor inputs, (2.6) and (2.7) can be rewritten as follows:
71=

kF(x) - R(x)S, - W(x)L,

T[ =

k’ i ppF(s) - R(s)&

where

-- W(s)L,

f&3,

(2.8)

k’ = ~,,f‘(&,, Lh).

(2.9)

k = pJ(S,,

where

If we now set x - k’ - II and p,, = k in (2.9), then ‘2.9) becomes identical to (2.8).
Hence, (2.6) and (2.7) ars. mathematicaliy
equivalent. In the following
analysis, we will use the multiplicative form given in (2.8) &LS
the description
of the business firm’s behavior.

“For example. <uppt)se that business production requires transacttons (i.e., communications or
information
exchange) amonp, themselves [C’apaLza (IOlhl. O’tiarii
(1977)], There are twcr
p~Gble ways tv take mt~ xcc)unt those transactions; one is to incorpor;lte them in productian
~IIIW~IOII. ,ind another I\ to C~WSIC~CIthem as an element crf the cost or profit function. In the case
of the first apprclaoh. suppose that the original production function or euch business F-m is given
by f&,, Lb. b’(x)). where I+‘(.x_)is the anrounl of husines:. informrrtilm available at location s. Then,
if !&,
I,,. f’(.x)l -z f’(S,. L,,bF(u), we have (2.X). This
is an example of Mmshllttrn
EY~~WI~I/
~~:~?~mirs.In the case of the second approach. suppose that the total transaction CUSS br a lirm
at location .x is given by 7’(x) = [ &y)s( I -e ‘I’ ?‘)d.~, where I is a positive constant. Then, since
we have n =po.f(S,. L,) - 7’(x)- R(x)& - bY(s)L, -( -TM + p&S,,
H’( I II.,. uhich is essentially the same with (2.9).

.I‘( xl = r.%f - iffy).

K( YlS,

I,,))+ rfq.y)
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F(x)

--

business
0 P .’

Fi8. 1. Effect of

agglomeration

< ,2

< h3

district
< a4

< cl 5 < aLm

parameter a on locational potential F(x):

monocentric uasc

Notice that in formulation (2.8) or (2.9), the distribution of all business
firms in the ciiy affects the decision of each business firm through the
locational potential function F(x). For this reason, it is importani
to
understand the functional characteristics of F(x), in particular, the effects of
the potential parameter ce. From the definition, it is obvious that F(X)= M
(the total number of business firms) when o!= 0, and F(x) = 0 when r = L. 1n
other words., the locational potential of each location is a maximum at r = 0
and is mor,otonically decreasing with a; this is true for any distributional
pattern of business firms. Fig. 1 shows the change of locational potential at
various values of -z in the case of monocentric
uniform distribution
of
business firms. Note that locational potential differentials, the difference of
potential levels among locations, are greatest when dotakes a medium value.
And, the locational decision of each business firm is affected by the
magnitude of locational potential difirentials. It must also be noted that
locaticnal potential differentials are dependent not only on the value of
potential parameter a, but also on the distribution of business firms over the

space.
2.4. Equilibrium conditions
In the context described in the previous S~C~WIS,our tasl. 1~ to xna1ql.c the
equilibrium spatial structure of the city. As noted before WCassume that the
population of the city is fixed at N; however, firms are free to enter or leave

the city. Then, at the equilibrium, competition drives the firof
firm to zero, and the total number M of firms in the city is
Yence, each equilibrium spatial structure of the: city is dcscri

lcvcl of each

given by (2.4).
by a system,
(h(x), b(x). W)* W.x), P(X,X& U) where h(x) is household density function,
II(X)is business tirm density function, R(x) is land rent profils, W(x) is wsgc
profile, P(.\;,x,) is number of households locating at x and commuting to xr
divided by the total number of households locating at x: commuting pattern,
and Lr is utility level.
To state the equilibrium
following functions:

conditions

for

the problem, we define the

.

(2.10)

(2.1 I)

b
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xe later. ik. t.zj-space can be collapsed into ;t/k,z:)-space. This implies that
tke properties of soiutions are essentia~y gcrverned by IPBQmain factors: the
fittio of the commuting rate to the production parameter and the potential
parameter. The effect of changes in values of other p,airameters are briefly
discussed in section 3.4. We introduce the following terminologies and
notations for convenience in the subsequent argument:

lit

(exclusive) residential area: RA={x[h(x)>O,

(it]

(cxclusivc~

business area: BD = (x 1h(x)-0, h(xP>O},

(ii)integrated district: ID = 1.~1 h(.x)>O,

s

&x)=0),

b(x)>U:.

1 ’ Equilihriuin urhun conjiguruiion
.&

In this section, we first examine the possibility of Ihose types of nQn-

been observe41 in Ogawa and
Fujita (1978). Next, multicentric urban configurations are analyzed; in
particular. we investigate closely two kinds of multicentric urban
configurations: duocentric and tricentric. All other urban configurations with
more than three centers are left for future investigation.
We also limit our
monocet:tric urban configurations

analysis to the case of symmetric

_J 2. I.

.2lonowntric

urban

which have

urban configurations.

conjiRuration

Take the origin 10 be the center of the city [refer to fig. 2(a)]. The density
fuvcttons of households and business firms are given, respectively, Iby

h(!=$-.

b(x)=0

for xERA,

h

for XE BD.

E-ram these density functions and from the total unit number constraints, the
boundary. .ft. between SD and R.4 and the urban fringe, f2, are obtained as
kIllOU 5:

By the assumption
of symmetry in urban configuration.
it suffices to
e~~~~j~~ the ~~ui~~briurn conditions on the right haff of thts tit;, whcri ~20.
Ntt ~r~~s~~~rnrn~ti~~ should exist at the equilibrium;
and hence, the
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-.

0

-f1

-f2

f2

F(x)

‘f2

0
W(x)

-f1

Fig. 2. Monocentric

fz

fl

urban conliguration.

equilibrium wage profile is given by’
(3.1)

W(x) = W(0) - tx,

where W(C,) is the wage paid by business firms at the origin, and W(s) is the
wage paid at location x if x E BD and the disposable income for households
at x if .xE $1~4,since W(.x,) - td(x, s,.) = W(0) - r.~,,,-- rd(.u. u,.) = u’(0) - r.u = M’(s).
This wage profile is depicted in fig. 2(c).
Next, ihc locational potential function is written as follows:

(3.21)
‘The
rigorous

validity
proof

of (3.1) and no

cross-commuting

of this pain!, see properties

at the equilibrium

I and 2 of Ogawa-Fujita

is intuitively

(1978).

clear.

For

I

z-----e

cd

-w-/1L_,-oFxwj_

b

From (3.2~ when Q<a< CQ, function F(x) is monotonically decreasing,
conarue on BD and convex on RA, as depicted in fig. 2(b).
Given W(x) and F(x) from (3.1) and (3.2). the equilibrium conditions in the
land market are rewritten as follows:

R(x) = @*(x) = Y-(x)

at x =/,

,

(3.4)

R(x)=

at x =f2,

(3.6)

Y’(x) = R,

Y4w=;
W(x)--p,Z4),
k

(3.7)

u-here Z’ denotes the a.mount of the composite good consumed at the
equilibrium. i.e..

Smcc ‘Y!UI IS linear and q.u) is concave on BD and convex on RA, the abovc
l-onditmns are equivalent to the following conditions:

N.
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which imply

(3.10)

(3.11)
Hence, we finally obtain
(3.12)

t<

=

j&

Wl) - Kc,)

f2 -4

(3.13)

’

or equivalently

F(“)-F(fl),
J<min
=
k
fl

I

K

F(fl)-F(f~)

fz4

I
’

(3.14)

where K =&,/(&,+S&b). Under the wage profile given by (_<.!I, ;!ny
commuting pattern satisfying condition (ii) and the property of no crosscommuting is consistent with equilibrium. The corresponding equilibrium
land rent profile R(x) is uniquely determined from (3.6) (3.7) and (3.8) as
follow 3:

+

RA

=RA

for XE [O,f,],

(3.15)

Therefore, we conclude that the monocentric urban configuration is an
equilibrium if and only if conditions (3.6) and (3.14) arc satisfied. That is, as
we can see from (3.10) and (3.1 l), the monocentric urban configuration can
be an equilibrium only when locational potential differentials are sufficilently
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n

0.04

0
Ftg

3. Equtiibrium

condition an

0.1

0.15

{t/k.2) far manucetttric

‘

0.2

urban c&&ration.

large compared with commuting cost rate t, i.e., only when t is sufbciently
small compared with locational potential differentials.
The result of numerical analysis on condition (3.14) is summarized in fig. 3.
As seen from the figure, condition (3.12) is always satisfied when (3.13) is
satir:fied, and hence (3.14) can be reduced to (3.13). If a combination
of
parameters t/k and Q lies in the shaded area of (t/k, r)-space, then the
monocentric
urban configuration
is a solution under that combination,
tr ‘k, r).’ Observe from fig. 3 that when re0.025,
the monocentric
urban
configuration
can be an equilibrium under the greatest range of r/k values.
This occurs ;is locational potential differentials are maximum when a+0.025.

3-Z.,‘. Compbtcfy mixed urban co$zgurntisn
Next, suppose households and business firms coexist at every location in
the city [see fig. 4(a)], anld that commuting does not eGst in the city. Then,
the density functions

where f, and
condtttons.

of households

and business firms are

--jr denote the urban fringes. From
we get 1, = (i&, 6 s&o), 2&,):tT.

the total

unit number
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(a)

-f1

0

-f1

0

(cl
-x
fl

R(x)

0

-f1

Fig. 4. Completely mixed urban conliguration.

Sine: the equilibrium condition in the labor market is satisfied by the
assumption of no commuting pattern, i.e., P(x,x,)= I for x E [-,f,, .f,], X,E
[-l;,fi],
we can move 011to an examination of the equilibrium conditions in
the land market. They are

where

R(x) = Y*(x) = P(x)

for x E [ -fi J-J,

(3.16)

R(x) = R,

atx= -_Lfi,

(3.17)

G*(x) is given by (3.81, and ‘Y*(x) must be given by (3.7) since the
implies x,=x.
From (3.7). (3.8) and (3. i6), we

assumption of no commuting
obtain

(3.18)

Wfx) = S
b
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(kF(x)- z&z*;b

(3.19)

The lcrcational potential
configuration is given by

function

for

the

completely

mixed

urban

Since I“(.~)~0
(with equality holding at x=0) and F”(x)<0 for x~[-f,,f~J,
F(x) is concave on ID, as shown in fig. 4(b). Consequently, the equilibrium
wage profile W(x) and the equilibrium land rent profile R(x) are also concave

functions on ID [see fig, 4(c) and 4(d)].
Finally. no commuting implies that [kV’r.~)f
5 f for all x E [ -f,,~-~], which is
equivalent to W’(f,)z --t because of the strict concavity of W(x) and the
cymmctry of the urban configuration. From this condition, we get
(3.21)
Accordingly. the completely mixed urban configuration is an equilibrium
solution if and only if (? 17) and (3.21) are sstistied, that is commuting cost
rate t is sufficiently large compared with the Lxational potential differentials
@en bq’ (3.20). Fig_ 5 illustrates condition (3.21) under the values of the
parameters given in section 3.1.

AE incc~mpletcl> mixed land use pattern is characterized by the following
den%fty functions and boundaries; for x 2 0

s

b
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t/k

0.025

0.02

0.015

0.01

0.005

1

I

0

I

Fig. 5. Equilibihm

f(

Sb+ &Lb
2Lb

0,

a

I

.

condition on {t/k, a} for completely mixed urban conliguration.

h(x)= 1/s,,
1E

I

.

0.1

0.05

b(x) = 0

for x E [f;&],

and

N
h

,

Fig. 6 shows one example of an incompletely mixed pattern. Obviously, this
pattern
approaches
the monocentric
pattern
as fi approaches
0, and
approaches the completely mixed pattern as ,fi approaches ((S, + ShLh)/2Lh)N.
The equilibrium conditions in the land market for the incompletely mixed
urban configuration
are summarized, for x 2 0, as follows:
R(x) = Y*(x) = Q*(x)

forx E CO,fJ,

(3.22)

z?(x)= @*(x,&EY*(x)

forx E cf*Lh1~

(3.23)

R(x) = Y*(x) = cliyx)

atx =.fi,

(3.24)

R(x) = Y*(x) 2 V(x)

(3.25)
at .Y=[+

(3.26)

where Y*(x) and Q*(x) are given by (3.7) and (3.Q respectively. As in the
case of a completely mixed urban configuration,
from (3.7), (3.8) and (3.22),
we obtain (3.18) and (3.19) for .r;E ID. Thus, equilibrium
profiles W(X) and
R(x) depend on ;>a locational potential function F(X). Next, since WC can
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FIN. 5. Incwmplctely mixed urban configuration.

that F(s)
of the conditions

hou

concave on BD and strictly convex on RA, the rest
are equivalent to

is strictly

R(YI=R,=Y*(.x)~@*(x)
From

thw

conditions.

at .u=_&.

me derive

(.3.27)

(3.28)

Et

here A = .Sk;s,,-t .~,i.,).

)_rnally, no commuting

in ID

implies

that (W’(x)l St
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for x E [O,f, J, which is equivalent to the following condition:

Accordingly, it is concluded
that the incompletely
mixed urban
configuration is an equilibrium solution if and only if conditions (3.26), (3.27),
(3.28) and (3.29) are satisfied. The associated equilibrium land rent curve R(x)
can be depicted as in fig. 6(d). There is no commuting in ID, and households
in RA commute to firms in BD.
In fig. 7 the value of t/k which sustains the equilibrium incompletely mixed
urban configuration is depicted. The dotted lines show the equilibrium
condition on t/k for specific values off,. As seen in the figure, the value of t/k
for any given fi increases rapidly at first, reaches its maximum and then falls
gradually as a increases. Note that there is an upper limit on a for any given
I;. For example, a+O.143 when fi = 80. Moreover, it must be noted that
there can exist two equilibrium solutions in the cross-hatched region in fig. 7.
For example, select a point A; (t/k, a)=(O.O16, 0.05) in that region. When two
parameters are given exogenously at A the city can take two different
incompletely mixed urban configurations having different sizes of integrated
district (= 2fi) of either 120 or 2.

t/k
!

?

I

I

/
/

,

I

I
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in which business

firms corxentrate and form employment centers at two distinct areas. An
~ramplc of a duocentric urban configuration is ;!!vstrated in fig. S(a). From
the prowty of no cross-comimuting at the equ:librium, house.hdds between
I = 0 and .f! commute to firms between f, and fi, and households between JJ
,tnd _/IIcommute o firms between fi and 14” where j,;, f3 are boundaries
tv+een I?,4 and BD. j4 is urban fringe, and fi is the location at which
btrstrtess firms ar,: divided according to rightward and leftward commuting.
fhcn. from the property of the equilibrium
wage profile, the wage is at
~a~~m~rn 32 i2 and decrea%s at a constant rate t. as shown in fig. 8(c).
I hc dtns~t~ functions
and boundaries, for .r;2 0. are given bj

lif.xj = I).

(3.30)
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where

Thus, the duocentric land use pattern can be uniquely specified by .f; alone
since J2 and f3 are functions of fi. When fi approaches 0, the duocentric
urban configuration approaches the monocentric urban configuration. it is
not difficult to show that, at the equilibrium, the duocentric pattern cannot
contain agricultural land inside the city.
Once the value of fi is specified, the locational potential function F(s) is
obtainable from the definition given by (2.9, and the following conditions in
land market must be satisfied:
R(x) = Y*(x) 2 Q*(x)

for x E PJd7

x (3C.L.fkl~

R(x) = ‘f’*(x)= G*(x)

at x =fi, f3,

(3.32)

R(x) = V(x) 2 Y*(x)

for x E [,fi,.jJ],

(3.33)

R(x) = Y*(x) = RA

at -X=.L

(3.34)

(3.31)

where ‘P*(X) and @*(-x;j G, 2 given by (3.7) and (3.8). respectively. From these
conditions, we obtain the following set of conditions on f/k: -

where K = &,/(sb + &&b).
Accordingly, the duocentric urban configuration is an equilibrium solution
if and only if conditions (3.34) and (3.35) are satisfied for some ,fi E (0, S,,N/4).
The equilibrium land rent profile, R(x), for this pattern can be depicted as in
fig. 8(d).
The duocentric

pattern

can

be interpreted

either

as one Aty with two
cities creating external economies for

business districts or as two adjoining
each other and enjoying agglomeration economies within a system of cities.
The existence of such a duocentric urban configuration as an equilibrium

tik

~lutnon.
or equivalently,
the cxistencc of parameters
which satisfy the
eyurlibrium conditions for a duocentric
pattern, :_. verifiable by numerical
analysts. By specifying the value of /;, condition (3.35) can be plotted in
: I ‘k. I:-space. Fig, 9 ihustrates the conditions of r/k and z simuhaneousfy
for
some representative values of J,. For example, consider two points, A and B,
in fig. 9. If point A represents the actual values of parameters,
then the
duoantric
pattern can be an equrlibrrum pattern only when _(; = 24. But, if B
rcprcents
the actual values. then the duocentric
pattern
can be an
equilibrium
pattern when either /, -24
or fJ = 5. This means that the
equilibrium problem has multiple solutions under a specific parameter set, as
rn the case of the ineomplctety mixed urban confr$uration.

Fin;+.
let us consider the urban configuration
associated
with three
icnters taf business districts. which may be called the tricentric urban
~~~~~~g~r~~i~~n.
Two cases are possible: ti? typ A &here all workers commute
tnuardly. and (ii) type 5 where a city is divided inio three subcities with
respct to the supply and demand of labor. Figs. IO(a) and 1 l(a) illustrate
these two types of tricentric patterns. In type A. all workers living betwecnj;
&ii& j; commute to business firms located between 0 and f,; a portion of
workers hving between& and/, commutes to business firms located between
fz and j, and the rest of workers commute the much longer distance to the
BE) at the center. On the other hand, in type B. the city is divided by
~~~~~~~~r~pint% j2 rind - fi wo three ptarts and ~:ach part has its own BD
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whose labor for production is supplied only by households located within its
domain.
The density functions of household and business firm, for s 20. are given
by
type

A

h(x) =O,

b(x) =

$
b

for x E CQ_L1,

.XY
E C_LJJ>

x
-fa-fs-fz

Fig. 11. ‘rnmltlic
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The locational potential profile, F(x), and wage profile, W(x), for each type,
are depicted in figs. IO(b) and lqc), 1l(b) and 1 I(c), respectively. Hence, the
following conditions must be satisfied in the land market:
R(X)=@*(X)>= Y*(X)

foi

BD,

(3.36)

R(x) = Y*(x) &D*(x)

for x E RA,

(3.37)

R(x)= Y*(x)=@*(x)

at boundaries between BD and RA,

(1.38)

R(x) = V*(x) = R,

at

XE

urban fringe.

(3.39)

From these conditions, the equilibrium conditions on t/ii are summarized as
follows:
rype

A
j =K wl)-w*)=K
k
fi -f1

i$min

wl)-w~)

f3--l-1
'

K

(3.40)

i

type B
~=Kwlkw3)=K
k
-33

z-f;

t

.

Xlmm

QfA-f-K)
f5+ 2f;-fl-2f4
F(.f,1- W‘?)
___~

h-h

’
(3.41)

where K = Sh/(Sh+ S,L,,).
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Consequently, the tricentric urban configuration is an et;uilibrium solution
if and only if conditions (3.39) and (3.40) are satisfied for type A and
conditions (3.39) and (3.41) are satisfied for type E3.The equilibrium land rent
profile, R(x), can be depicted as in figs. 10(d) and 1l(d), respectively. We can
consider the tricentric pattern of type A as the spatial system of one city with
a central business district and two subcenters. On the other hand, the
tricentric pattern of type B may be regarded either as a system of cities, in
which each city has its own CBD, or, as one city with three subcenters.
The main variables which specify the land use pattern are fi and f2 for
~!ypeA, jI and .f; for type B. As explained above, the feasible domains of fi
and _/j are determiner’. by the choice of f,. Accordingly, in the following
numerical analysis, we tirst fix the value ofP;, second choose the values off2
and JJ in the feasible domains, and finally check whether the equilibrium
conditions on t/k. given by (3.40) and (3.41), are satisfied under various values
of 2. Figs. 12 and 13 summarize !he results.’ The main differences between

I

0
Fig. 12. Equihbrium

0.05

condition

on f/k for tricentric

‘For the details of the results on numerical
~AUA and Fupta (19X0).

calculation

0.1

)

a

urban contiguration

Of

type

A.

for tricentric urban configura!ions. see
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Fig. 13. Equilibrium condition on t/k for tricentric urban contiguration of type B.

type A and type B are: (i) the range of a, where the equilibrium
urban
configurations exist extends only from 0.027 to 0.094 for type A, while it
extends from 0.143 to infinity for type B, (ii) the value of t/k is fairly large
(from 0.002 to 0.0155) for type A, but very small (from infinitesimally small
to 0.00048) for type B, and (iii) the size of BD at the center overwhelms that
of the subcenter for type A, whereas these sizes are approximately equal (the
ratio ranges from 1.125 to 1.85) for type B. in consequence, the city can
exhibit a tricentric urban configuration of type A when agglomeration
economies are fairly large (i.e.> a is small) and the commuting cost is fairly
high (compared with the value of parameter k), and can exhibit that of type
B when agglomeration economies are small (i.e., CI is large) and the
commuting rate is small.
When our city has more than three business districts, a variety of sizes of
BDs, RAs and commuting patterns can be considered. However, it is
extremely complicated and difficult, although not impossible, to analyze the
existence and properties of those multicentric urban configurations with more
than three centers, and the analyses of these configurations are left for the
future.
Summarizing the analysis in this section, we conclude that our probiem of
equilibrium urban land use has several types of solutions depending on the
values of parameters, which, in the following discussion, will be notationally
represented as
%

%

=completely mixed urban configuration,
= incompletely mixed urban configuration,
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= monocentric urban configuration,
!42 = duocentric urban configuration,
-= tricentric
urban configuration (type A),
u14
rlsi? = tricentric urban configuration (type B).
UI

Another interestjing result is that there are multiple equilibrium
solutions
under a wide range of parameter values. Fig. 14 summarizes the region and
number of multiple. equilibrium
solutions.
rkcording
to the figure, at
maximum there exist five different equilibria, futT two I.+, *with different sites
of integrated districts, u2, u,,], under the same set of parameter values. In
contrast. there is a region where no equilibrium solution exists. Of course,
thcu: recuhs are tentative; further analyses might bring to light more than
rh (“~1:fi\c e~uil~hna. a‘i ev:n new tyes of configurations.‘”
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condition on t/k for different population sizes in monocentric configuration.

discussion of the effects of these parameters is, unfortunately,
beyond the
scope of this paper. However, the effect of the total number of households,
N, on the equilibrium urban configurations is clear; with a relatively simple
analysis, we can show that.‘l
Property 2. Suppose we have an equilibrium urban configuration under a
set of parameter values, {t, k, cc,N, S,, S,, L,), and suppose we change N to
nN, where n is a positive constant. Then, that urban configuration remains
an equilibrium configuration
under a new set of parameter values,
(t, k, a’, nN, S,,, Sb, &>, if and only if a’= a/n.
For example, fig. 15 illustrates the effect of population change on the
equilibrium urban configuration in the case of a monocentric pattern. We !,ce
from this figure that the larger is N, the smaller is t/k at each r for lllc
monocentric urban configuration to remain in equilibrium. This implies that.
as population increases, the city is less likely to exhibit a monoccntric
pattern.
4. Total net land rent under each urban configuration
In this section, we calculate the total net land rent which corresponds to
each urban configuration. Since the agricultural land rent is the opportunity
cost (or rent forgone) for the development of the urban area, we deduol. it

from Ihe total (gross) land rent, and obtain the total net land rent for each
urban configuration, This calculation prepares us to carry out the analysis in
the next se&on, and emxbks us to compare eqtiiibri~rn urban conftgurations
aad optimum urban confltgurations.’ ’
We employ the same set of values for parameters {N, S,,, Sb, Lb)
= { 1000,0.1, 1, IO) as in sectkm 3, and, as before, show the total net land
rent on {r/k, a)-spa=. Consider an example of the monocentric urban
configuration, From (3.15h the land rent function, R(x), for the case of the
mon~ntric urban configuration
Rtx)=Ak+B,t+R,
= B,t+R,
w!mc A =(1/S,) (F(x)- F(f*)), B, =

--W&J U’,-x)+(1/U

G-hh and &

-(l/S& (f2 - x). Hence, the total net land rent (TNR) of the monocentric
pattern is given by
T!VR =2jl(R(x)-

R,)dx

0

:= 2(A’k + R’t),

where A’ =lii A dx, B’=j&1B, dx t-j{: Bz dx. Or, if we divide both sides by k,
we have

,

(4.11

where t!k is subject to the condition (3.14). The same procedure applies to
other urban configurations.
Since the value of the production parar.ieter k is exogenously given and. is,
ctjmmon for all urban configurations.
it is convenient to compare the values
of T?i’F&k on the {t/k, z)-space. Fig. 16 shows the profiles of TNR/k-surface
rtt various values of z. When z =@.Ol, the values of TNR/k
changes

continuously with t,%. However, when a=0.02, the TNR/k-surface has a
folding part where the values of TNR/k for an incompletely mixed pattern
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(14.)arc dominated by those for the monocentric pattern (u,). When r reaches
a value around 0.03. a tricentric urban configur:ation of type A (uJa) comes
into rhc figure, and when z attains a value around MM, a duocentric urban
configuration (u& emerges. As seen from the figures, there exists a region in
~rlk.rj-space when a duocentric pattern has the maximum value of TNR/k
among all the equilibrium patterns under the same set of parameter values;
and that region expands as the value of t/k increases. On the other hand,

triccntric patterns ;gre always dominated
respect to the value of TNR/k.
S. Structural transition

by monocentric

patterns

with

of urban configuration

analysis has shown that our city exhibits a variety of types of
urban configurations depending on the values of the parameters. That is to
‘V”hcprcvtous

cry. a change in parameter values will cause a change in the spatial structure
of the cq: for example. from a monocentric pattern to a muiticentric pattern.
In tht\ wcmn.
we examine this change in spatial structure which is due to
~h;~npc 111parameter values. WC call this change the strucmwl
transitinn of
r;i.” ~4rtu443 c~rr~t~ig~rr~4lior~.’
.’ WC first analyze the modes of structural transition
on .I A. x:-space
while fixing the values of the rest of parameters, as we did
III M:cttons 3 and 4. to ~,V.S,.S,. Lb) = ~1000.0.1,1,10). Then, in the last part
of thts wctron. u’c briefly discuss the mode of structural transition which
results from a change in the parameter, N.
11, the fir\t example of the modes of structural transition OR (t/k,ri-space,
HC c:lutsrdcr the C;PX where the value of r’k changes while the value of o! is
hcpt dt 0.06. Suppose that the initial urban configuration
consists of a
complctcly mixed pattern 11~.and that the value of t/‘k continuously decreases
(for the iollowing discussion, refer to fig. lb with x = 0.06 and fig. 17). Then,
;I\ I I, decreases. the equilibrium urban configuration remains u0 until t/k
rcacks the point. U. and then changes from r+, to U, whe,n t/k crosses a. The
rncc~rnplctely mixed pattern persists as long as t/k reaches d. Notice that
when I I, is OR the path between h and d, there exist other urban
irrnfi~urations. that is. 14~ and u,. both of which are equilibrium patterns.
tfoucicr. there IS no particular reason for :he city to change from u, to u2
.it I,. or from II, to rr, at (.. Hence. it seems reasonable to assume that the
Iuccmpl~tcl> rnt\cd pattern persists until t. k reaches point d. But, when t/k
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decreases beyond d, the same u* cannot survive any longer; for the city to
remain in equilibrium, it must take either ul, uz or U* with a smaller size of
integrated district. In either case, the change in spatial structure is
discontinuous: (i) If the spatial structure changes from U* to ul at d, then an
integrated district of, approximately, size 100 disappears suddenly. If this is
the case, U, continues as long as t/k decreases. (ii) (iii) If the city changes its
configuration from u, to u2 at d, then 1.4~continues until t/k reaches h.
Beyond h, a further decrease of t/k brings about a discontinuous structural
transition from u2 to either u 1 or u 3A. (iv) (v) (vi) If the spatial structure
changes, at d, from u* with an integrated district of size 100 to u* with an
integrated district of size 2, then u continues until e, changing thereafter to
either u, or u2. Schematically, these modes of structural transition can be
represented by the following sequential changes in urban configuration.

(9 u()=u*%4,,
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

U~-u*%&u,.
u~=+~~*~u~~u~~&~,
II~~~u*%~* (smaller ID)%,,
IlO=u*~u* (smaller ID)%u2Lt+u1,
uO*f~*%+ (smaller ID)%u2~u3$+u,,

where ‘=’ represents a smooth continuous change in spatial structure, while
*A’ represents a discontinuous change at ‘-‘. These discontinuous changes in
spatial structure may be called catastrophic structurul transitions. As we have
stated previously, without further assumptions on the behavior of the system,
we cannot predict which urban configuration the city actually exhibits
among the six possibilities.
On the other hand, if c/k continuously increases while keepin x=0.06, we
can see from fig. 16 (a=0.06) that there are two possible modes of structural
transition:

Note that transitions (i’) and (ii’) arc not exact reverse processes of(i) and (ii),
respectively. For example, in (i), a catastrophic structural transition takes
place at d; but in (i’), it place at C. That is, structural transitions are generally
not reversible.
Next, as our second example, let us study the modes of structural
transition when the value of o! changes while the value of t/h is kept at 0.009.
If CLdecreases the two following modes of structural transition are possible
(refer to fig. 17):
RSUE-

B
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Fig. 17. Total net land rent curve for r/k = 0.008.

the other
transition:

On

.,
II ) ff,

hand,

if Q increases

there

is only one mode

of structural

-h,.

Note again that transition (i’) is not the exact reverse process of(i).
WC can perform simi1a.r analyses of modes of structural transition on other
paths on [r/k. a)-space. Finally, the spatial structure may change as the
population. A, changes, and both r/k and a remain unchanged. We see, from
Property I in section 3.4, that the eflect of population change is the same as
that of z. Namely, an increase (decrease) of N causes the same structural
transition
as an increase (decrease) of z as seen from fig. 15. This implies that
population growth may reduce the relative advantage of concentration
in the
monocentric pattern compared to the case in which population
remains
small. and hence, the city is less likely to exhibit monocentricity.
Such a
\tructural change from a monocentric
patterl: to other non-monocentric
or
rnultlccntric patterns caused by population
increase may be catastrophic
N fern :hc population exceeds some critical level.‘4
6. ( ‘onelusion

One of the main findings of the analysis in this paper is that the city may
undergo a catastrophic structural transition when the parameters take critical

!‘ln dcfual CIVIL. II IS drficult lo observe catastrophic changes in urban spatial structure
becaux of the durabdity of buildings and imperfect substitutability between residential and nonrt-z~!enl~~i
huddrng\
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values. This phenomenon of catastrophic change in the urban configuration
has scarcely been examined in current urban land use theory,
For example, recent urban land use models conclude that decentralization
will certainly result fram increases in income and decreases in the time and
cost of commuting. But after decentralization, urban spatial structure remains
essentially the same: it consists of the CBD and some concentric rings of
residential area with different incomes and classes. This is also true in the
case of population change. However, as we have shown, the monocentric
urban configuration, the preferred paradigm in current urban land use
models, may not persist at equilibrium when the city’s population and
commuting rate change. Accordingly, some conclusions obtained in those
models which assume monocentricity are brought into serious question and
should be re-examined.
Once a catastrophic structural transition of the urban configuration has
been recognized, the ensuing problem is to understand the underlying
dynamics which generate it. In this paper, the analysis of structural transition
was carried out in the comparative static sense; but the notion of structural
transition, i.e., a change of state, is dynamic in nature. Every parameter
changes with time, and so does the urban configuration. Therefore, it may be
useful to apply Thorn-type catastrophe theory to this problem in order to
understtind better the process of structural transition. It is, however, beyond
the s
2 of this study and must await treatment in some future work.
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